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Denne artikkelen handler om verbbeskriyelsen i en elektronisk utgave av den 
enspraklige islandske standardordboken , lslensk oroab6k (2000), og hvordan den 
kan utnyttes i tospraklig sammenheng. Hovedforskjellen mellom en trykt og en 
elektronisk ordbok Jigger i de ulike presentasjonsmatene, i et bokformat er det 
tekstens omfang som bestemmer utformingen av beskrivelsen men i en elektronisk 
framstilling ma det tas hensyn til hvor mye tekst det kan vises pa skjermen. T,eksten 
ma deles opp i passe store enheter. For a fa det til i den elekroniske utgaven av Islensk 
oroab6k f0res verbale konstruksjoner opp som sublemmaer under de enkelte verbene. 
Dette betyr at den syntagmatiske beskrivelse blir mer utf0rlig og systematisk enn i de 
eldre utgaver av ordboken. I artikkelen blir verdien av denne framstillingen vurdert, 
spesielt med hensyn til en tospraklig ordboksbeskrivelse. 

1. Introduction 

The 3rd edition of fslensk oroab6k (hereafter f O), the only extant 
monolingual Icelandic dictionary , was published on disc in November 
2000 by Edda hf. 1 As a printed book this dictionary is immensely 
popular and very influential; when one hears the words "pao stendur i 
oroab6kinni" ('it says so in the dictionary'), this is the dictionary being 
referred to. This self-same dictionary has also been criticized on 
various grounds, notably for its lack of syntactic information, as by 
Eirfkur Rognvaldsson (1998) and by J6n Hilmar Jonsson (1985). 

The changes made from the printed dictionary to the electronic one 
are in one sense very slight, i.e., in the actual text of the entries, as this 
is not really a complete revision of the 1983 edition as far as vocabu
lary, explanations, etc ., are concerned. In another sense the changes 
are quite substantial, i.e. in the format of the entries, as is made in
evi table by the difference in media, and, in case of the verbs especially, 
in the addition of syntactic information. The topic of this paper is a 
ten tative appraisal of how the changes made to this monolingual dic
ti onary could be utilized for other projects in process at Edda, such as 
in the production of bilingual Icelandic dictionaries . The case in point 
is an Icelandic-Danish Dictionary being edited by Halld6ra J6nsd6ttir. 

1 The l st, edition of lo was published in 1%3, the 2nd in 1983; the editor in, chief of 
both was Ami Bodvarsson . The editor in chief of the 3rd edition is Mordur Amason. 
The author of this paper was on the editorial team for the 3rd edition from 1997. 
Sections of the dictionary are accessible for viewing at the website http://ord.is. 
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The changes discussed here are those made to the format of verbs 
and the idea of using this format from the monolingual dictionary as a 
base for the bilingual one stems from the very simple reason that no 
other suitable lexicographic description of Icelandic verbs is available 
at the moment.2 The need is acute; bilingual Icelandic dictionaries (i.e. 
dictionaries where Icelandic is the source language) are either too 
small or too old - or both. 

2. From book to disc 

The changes made from book to disc in the monolingual dictionary are 
the base of the speculations that follow on the presentation of the verbs 
in a bilingual one. These changes are made necessary by the change in 
medium. These reflect the limitations of the printed page, on the one 
hand, and the limitations of the computer screen, on the other hand. 

2.1 The printed page: The problem of compactness 

The limitation of the printed page is a familiar one to all lexico
graphers, i.e., the problem of compactness. In the 1983 edition of lo, 
all available methods are used to compress the text into as compact a 
format as possible. The dictionary contains 85.000 entries on 1.259 
pages of fine print, the difference in fonts is minimal, and examples 
are kept to the barest minimum, quite often to the user ' s grief, 
according to reviewers (cf. Jonsson 1985). 

A list of a few compounds, as shown in figures 1 and 2, demon
strates the difference in layout in print and on the screen, showing the 
difference in access to the entries, althought this is, strictly speaking, a 
digression from the main topic of this paper. 

2 There are approximately 8.500 verbs in the 3rd edition of 10. The restructuring of 
the verbs for the computerized version was the responsibility of the author of this 
paper. 



presta-bok KV husvitjunarb<ik (presta). -bra KV "' 
gardjurt af kOrfubl6ma.ru ( Chrysamhemwn maximum). 
-domur K t kirkjulegur d6mst611 a alpingi (da:mdi i 
m<ilum vegna 6hlYOni presca vid biskup). 

presta-fifill K ... a:ukvisl garcljurta af korfubl6maa:u 
(Chrysanthemum). -gar«lur K preslsselur. -hafrar K 
FT • stOngullausar stofujurti f. af ananasa:tt (Bilbergia) . 
-kall H pj6nustuumd;emi , starfssva:Oi prests. -kragi 
K I kragi sem tilhcyrir hempu prests; pfpukragi. 2 ... 
grOOurhUsa- og stofujurt af k0rfubl6maa:n i :Ymsum af
brigdum (Chrysanthemum hortonun). 3 prestafffill. 4 
brj6skhringur a stirtludalki a sproku. 5 ull skilin eft
ir 3 k.indarhfilsi vid rUningu. -rei«l KV guclreid, skok.k. 
-reioa KV t pao sem ba:ndur skyldu leggja presti til. 
-skoli K sk61i fyrir prestsefni, sk61i (haskoladeild) par 
sem gudfra:di er kennd. -spaai K l litil trCreka sem prest
ar nota ril ad kasta rekunum a likkistu vid UtfOr. 2 hvftur 
spadi a lausakraga sern prestar nota i staO pipukraga. 
-sterna KV samkoma, (3.rlegur) allsherjarfundur presta. 
synodus. -stett KV klerkar sem serstek starfsstl!tt. ·veldi 
H klerkavald. klerkastj6m. 

FIGURE l. Excerpt from the 1983 edition off 0 
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In the computerized version, there is no need for compactness of this 
ki nd, and, in fact a text as dense as this is very hard to read on a 
sc reen. The same entries as above, i.e., compounds beginning in 
presta- , are found by searching for the string presta* (wildcards 
allowed), and the result is the list on the left in figure 2. A sample 
entry is shown on the right in figure 2, one entry appearing at the time 
on the screen. The example here is a simulation from the screen, with 
si mplified fonts and without the colours used on the screen, etc. 

prestab<ik 
prestabr3. 
prestad6mur 
prestagarOur 
prestakall 
prestakragi 
prestareiO 
prestareiOa 
prestaspaOi 
prestastefna 
prestasteu 

prestatal 
prest3veldi 

presta·kragi KK 
I 
• kragi borinn viO hempu prests 
• pfpukragi ( 

2 
• brj6skhringur a:stirtlud<ilk.i a sprOku 
3 / 
• ull skilin eftir a kindarhilsi vid rtlningu 

FIGURE 2. The same section from the computerized edition of fo 
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These examples show the difference in presentation between the two 
editions, and they pinpoint the problem of space on the printed page, 
i.e. , the problem of density. 

2.2 The problem of space on the screen: The over-large entry 

The screen poses a completely different problem from the printed 
page, which shows up in the over-large entry. If the problem of the 
printed book is condensing the text enough to make the dictionary easy 
to handle, the problem of the screen is making the text clear enough 
not to overtax the readers ' eyes. To that purpose, the text is distributed 
on the screen, using linebreaks, indentation, colours and fonts as 
needed. The ideal entry fits one screen or less, as in the noun bein in 
fi gure 3, to give an idea of the amount of information easily handled in 
this manner. The size of the window can be varied; this is a simulation 
for print containing exactly one screenful from a 17 inch screen. 

bein ·S, · HK 
I 
liffra:di/hrknisfra:di 
• sterkasta gerO af stodvef, hluti afbeinagrind 

beinin i mannslikamanwn eru um 220 
2 
• f61leggur 

sitja ftOtum beinum 
3 
i Ymsum or<JasambOndum 

bera beinin, bera bein sin deyja 
bita bein fyrir sig sjaldg:eft eiga audvelt med ad svara fyrir sig 
hafa bein (beinin) tit e·s vera n<rgilega sterkur til e-s 
hafa bein i nefi (nefinu) vera akvedinn, 13u ekk.i hJut sinn 
hara mikill bein i hendi vera voldugur 
hVI1a lliin bein hvfl ast . einkum efti r gOngu eda 3.reynslu 

4 
sj6mennska 
• leggur nmadur sem sOkkvibUnaOur a neti, beinatygi ll. leggjateinn 
5 
um fi sk. aflabrogd 

f:i ekki bein (Ur sj6) veida ekk.i nei tt 
6 
• bitli ngur 
7 

hnjOOsyrdi um mann 
bannsett beini<1 

FIGURE 3. The entry f or bein ( fO 2000) 
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The problem of space arises when the entry gets to be too long to fit 
one screen, especially in the really long entries, such as those for some 
common verbs. The verb taka ('take ' ) for example, stretches to almost 
3 '12 pages in the 1983 edition of io. Browsing through the same entry 
on the screen by using ' Page Down' gives 20 screenfuls. Keeping track 
of information that way is exceedingly difficult. 

These long entries therefore need to be broken up into manageable 
parts, and for the verbs that is done by making sub-entries of verbal 
phrases (particles and prepositional phrases), as well as of some verbal 
forms, such as the mediopassive, present and past participles, etc . 
These forms are shown in an index on the right of the screen in a 
separate window, and the items there appear on the screen at a click. A 
simulation of this can be seen in figure 4, i.e., the first screenful from 
the verb vera (' to be ' ). 

3vera var, vorum.lvOrum, nriet (nt er, {l.p. fomt/Urelt em) vh. R, (cinnig 
veri sem ,6skfoiuur') vh. ~L neri; £ clsru textum er -s- { nc. og t>t.et.: vta, vu 
o.s.frv.) S 
I 
• ciga s~r staO, vera til , gerast, vara, haldast 

PaO var t ilt siM 

l 

oru.stan var d Odnun dtgi vihurnar 

t r tW svo? er ~aO cll..i rett~ 

• dveljast 
Vtra t · S Jtallar 

• dvcljasl, gista um nzcursakir, vcra staddur 
lo/a t -m tW vtra hjsa e-n yti r n6tt 
hanrt f!r d fundi 
vua af jOlin dveljast um j61in 
vtra um Mu gista um nzrursakjr 

fari ~aa og veri ~ .e. fari p.a gr1koll6tt 

(til aO tengja viO frumlag sctningar i>aO sc:m sagt er um ~aO (tcngja sagnfyllingu 
via frumlag)) 

hUn er stOr 
hWtug6t} 
lu.ln tr W>Niur 
JOn f!r bOnJi 
hann er sj6m00ur 
/>°" V«rigaman 

er jmsum merkingum) 
• ( 

hUn er srczrri ef ~er tJ.e. ef i>zr eru tJt elli jafnar. ef e·u munar 
/>ad er ckki margra clcki cru margir fzrir um l>ac) 

u ii tnea.n er t>.c. }>aa varir .. mooan t>~ .stcndur yfir, lJ.c . .sagt um c--3 scm 
Mast mj vi" ao standi stcmur en zstilcgt er 
~aa varll (hlaut) .a ••ra p.a ga< ekki veriO O<lruvlsi 
J>acl Yt:r<hJr SYO aa n:ra elli er Unnt ait brcyta t>vf 
J>IH1 er 1>.a stm er lJ.c. tJa<.1 er nU mcinill 
b,,er i aa nra bana? hvcr i aO vcn. ti J1clciM aOili? (l lcik, Ld. d scm cltir 
f clti ngarlcik) 
ta.ta ~m ekki (ekkert) se 11la scm ct.k:ert sb"!!>takl ~ um aa vcra 

FIGURE 4. Beginning of vera (IO 2000) 

Vera J 
I 

4 
s 

,.,. . .., 
ver.1 +ar ,.,. ., 
vcn. + :i mi.Iii 
vcn. + i m6li 

vera + 'v~ 

vcra + ;in 

ven. + cftir 

v=+r.t 
ven. + fyrir 
vcn + fyrit frainan 
vera + hP, 
vcn. +inn [ 

vcn. + inni 
...... 1 ,... . .,.., 
vcn. ... rnilli 
ft:fa + m6ti 
Yen+ nzrri 
""" + AmM 

~+lil 

w:n+liJ ( 

~ + tilmoll 

-= + am 
..... ...i.. 

Yen.+ llndir 

YCr.l+ "PP' 
Yen.+ "'PP med 
'fCra +"PP Ur 
Yen. +uppi 
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By clicking on the items in the list on the right of the screen, the user 
gets to the appropriate part. Two such subentries with added English 
transcriptions from the list in figure 4 are found in figure 5, vera + 
saman and vera + tit meo: 

vera + saman 
vera saman 
I vera samvisrum •be together' 
2 (um karl og konu) vera f minum kynnum, 'be lovers' 
eiga niin m6k 
3 vera samherjar f spili eda le ik 'be on the same team or side' 

vera + til mea 

I vera tilbUinn med e-0 
2 vera tilleioanlegur (ao gera e-o). geta au 
~·o iii 

'have something ready or prepared' 
'be prepared w do something', 'be apt 
to do something· 

FIGURE 5. vera + saman and vera + til mea 

An explanation of the use of the '+' is in order here. The term 'verbal 
phrase ' is very loosely interpreted because the average user is not 
going to distinguish between particle verbs, verbs that take obligatory 
prepositional phrases , etc .3 The word-order in the structure can also be 
varied, and the '+' is only used as a heading to indicate subordinate 
constructions where both verb and particle (or preposition, adverbial, 
etc.) occur, without any information on the actual structure. These are, 
in the jargon, 'search strings' . The actual verbal phrases are listed 
under the main heading containing the '+' as subordinate constructions. 
On the screen colours are used for further differentiation between 
these two; the heading with the '+ ' is in black boldface, whereas the 
actual verbal phrases are in bright blue boldface on the screen. 

Setting up verbal phrases as subentries, and thus , in a way, recog
nizing their status as lexical items or lexemes in their own right, 
inevitably leads to a fairly massive reorganization of the entries from 
the form used in the two older editions of the dictionary. One of the 
reasons for this is that the treatment of such material in the printed 
dictionary is by no means uniform. Verbal phrases are sometimes 
listed in the body of the text, i.e., under the appropriate semantic de
scription, but they can also appear in a separate list at the end of the 
entry, ordered alphabetically by particles and prepositions. In some 
cases the same phrase even appears in both parts of the entry, some
times with two different explanations. If phrasal verbs are to be treated 

3 In Icelandic, all these can be combined under the term smdoro (literally 'little 
word'). 
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as sub-entries in a format where the perspective is limited by the size 
of the screen, a uniform approach has to be maintained. This does, of 
course, call for guidelines on what is to be regarded as a verbal phrase. 
In the 3rd edition of lo, the term is interpreted widely, even so far as 
to include some adverbials, the idea being to try to imagine what the 
average user might search for under the dual heading of verb and 
particle/preposition. 

2.3 Differentiation within the subentry 

The subordinate constructions are listed under the main heading de-
. scribed above (i.e ., vera + saman) in different type (bright blue 

boldface on the screen), using the traditional short forms to indicate 
arguments as used in dead examples in the printed version of the 
dictionary. The term dead example is used in a wide sense here to 
include the appropriate short forms for subjects as well as objects , to 
cope with non-nominative or impersonal subjects, as in taka + fyrir in 
fig ure 6:4 

taka + fyrir 
taka fyrir e-il 
1 l:ita e-d ek.ki vidgangast lengur. afnema, 'stop sth. from happening, resci nd sth.' 

hindra e-0 
2 taka [j>vert] fyrir e-il (pver)neita e-u. ' refuse (to do) sth. · 
fortaka e-o 
3 taka [greiilslu] fyrir e-il piggja greioslu 'accept payment for sth.' 
fyrire-o 
taka e-n fyrir 
I raka e-n til medferOar. setjast ad e-m (3. 'harrass sby.' 
e-n) 
2 IOgfra:di/fe l agsfr~Oi taka e-n ti l 'call on sby. (for interrogation. etc.)' 

yfirheyrslu 
taka e-cl fyrir 
I taka e-<l a dagskra (t.d. mi! fyrir retti) 
2 fara ac) vinna ac) e-u , lcggja e-0 fyrir sig 'start working on sth .. make a career of 

sth.' 
hun rok /ogfra:iJinafyrir 

taka e·il fyrir sig hefjast handa vio e -~ 'begin to do sth.' 
taka /yrir sig verk ( 

e-0 tekur fyrir e-0 e-0 skyggir a e-0 ·slh. obstructs the view o f sch .' 
sandrokiiJ 16k fyn·r sOlu 

l>a3 tekur fyrir e-cl 6P e-u l:Ykur (impersonal) "sth. comes to an end' 
pa 16k fyrir cis6knina ba ha:ni :is6knin 
J>ci 16k fy rir sj6r6iJra ~a h~ttu veidar 
(vegna 6ti3ar) 

FIGURE 6. taka + fyrir 

4 
The shon forms used are the ones traditionally used in Icelandic dictionaries and 

books on grammar: e-o (nom./acc. -animate), e-u (dat. -animate), e-s (gen. ±ani
mate), e-r (nom. +animate), e-n (acc. +animate), e-m (dat. +animate), etc. 
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As evident in the example, the dead examples from the 1983 edition 
have been elevated to a form of sub-sub-entries; they are given the 
status of proper headings or lexical items on the screen, i.e., they are 
'heads' or, in primitive computer-jargon, these constructions within 
each verbal phrase have 'search value'. In actual fact, these former 
dead examples are not confined to the infinitive, and they do include 
short forms for subject as well as for object, as can be see at the 
bottom of figure 6. 

3. Constructions as 'heads' (or lexical items) 

The change from dead examples to 'heads' can be seen to represent a 
move away from the traditional dictionary headword where structural 
information is usually not a part of the headword itself, but shown in 
examples. The move is towards a fully specified lexeme, perhaps in the 
sense of Rochelle Lieber (1992) or Di Sciullo & Williams (1987). The 
' head ', representing a complete (or discrete) unit meriting an explana
tion , examples, and whatever serves to make the user familiar with it, 
is then a unit in the lexicon in the sense of generative grammar, or a 
' listeme', to use Di Sciullo & Williams' term. Full specification implies 
giving the predicate argument structure for each lexeme, as Lieber 
does, and for Icelandic the intricacies of case-marking make that a 
very important part of the description. One could even argue that a 
lexeme does not exist without such information, i.e., that words do not 
exist in a vacuum. 

Bringing this idea to its logical conclusion would perhaps entail a 
description on par with the one used at OriJab6k H6.sk6lans for verbs in 
the prospectus to a dictionary of verbs (Svavarsd6ttir et al. 1993), 
where the microstructure of the entries is based on syntactic principles. 
A diagram of the structure used there is shown at the end of this paper 
for comparizon, but a description based on this kind of structure is 
very complicated and probably not at all suited to the needs of the 
ordinary user, but then it was never intended to be. 

To make a long story short, the conclusion in the work on the new 
edition of the lo was to include syntax as expedient. The use of syntax 
in the headings is primarily intended to help the user find what he is 
looking for on the screen , and in this he is aided by the colours on the 
screen. A by-product is trying not to lead the user astray by falsifying 
data, e.g. by implied non-existant constructions such as finite forms of 
verbs in senses only found with the past participle or in impersonal 
constructions, or by giving the active voice of verbs only used in the 
middle voice (mediopassive). 
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The guiding principle was trying to be l?ractical and user-friendly, 
keeping in mind that the older versions of JO have been criticized for 
lack of information on usage, sometimes to such an extent that the 
ass umption seems to be that the user is thoroughly familiar with all 
aspects of a word except for its meaning. In places one gets the feeling 
that all syntactic information is regarded as redundant. The verbs aftra 
and hindra show this clearly; their meaning is similar, but hindra takes 
an accusative object (hindra e-o, hindra e-n [ e-u) and aftra a dative 
one (aftra e-m jra e-u, aftra e-u). Neither verb contains any syntactic 
information for the modern language in the 1983 edition, as seen in 
figure 7: 

aftra, -a3i S hi ndra; t a. sir aO e-u hik.a viO e-0. 
hindra, -a~i S I koma i veg fyri r. talma; tefja. sl6ra. 2 t 

hika. fresta. 3 LH ~T hindruti kona J; 6frisk. 

FIGURE 7. The entries for aftra and hindra (io 1983) 

In the computerized versions the common constructions are stated, as 
can be seen in figure 8. The verb henda provides good examples of 
constructions as ' heads'; the verb takes a dative or an accusative object, 
henda e-u (dat., cf. section 182), henda e-o (acc., cf. section 3). The 
subject in these sections is unspecified, i.e., either animate or inani
mate, and thus not shown. In the sense in section 4, the subject is al
ways inanimate (e-o, nom., reflexive or not), or impersonal ( e-n, acc., 
+animate) ; see next page. 

This verb is specially selected here to show different senses 
coi nciding with difference in syntax, although sections l and 2 could 
be combined, both on grounds of syntax and sense.5 

The minimal requirements in the case of Icelandic verbs is suffi
cient information on case-marking, both of objects and subjects. Some
times semantic restrictions on either subject or object are also useful 
(e.g . ±animate). This , however, is not followed strictly, as nominative 
subjects (unspecified for ±animate) are assumed to be the norm, shown 
by the traditional description with inifinitives , as in sections l 83 in 
henda in figure 8. In the last part of that verb the short forms for sub
jects are also shown, e-o for an inanimate subject (nominative) and e-n 
for an accusative subject· ' see figure 9. 

5 
The meaning in sec tion 2 is very common, but strangely enough it was missing in 

both older ed itions. 
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henda henti s 
I 

3 

4 

henda e-u kasta e-u 
hann henti stiinginni luiu i loft 
henlu tit min hamrinum 

henda e-u Heygj a e-u, secja e-d i ruslaflat 

ig er bUinn ad henda giimlu skOnwn 
ekki henda tyggjainu cl giilUllll 

henda e-a 
I gripa e-a 

henda e-a :i lofti gripa e-a og notf~ ra 

ser paa 
henda frill cl lofti 

2 oolast e-o 
henda e-n I e-cl na e-m I e-u 

hendir seinn hvatan seinfcrr madur 
n~r oft hinum ftj 6ta 
henda sund (spor) byrja ail ganga 
6studdur 

3 fomt/Urelt nema. Ja::ra e-d 
henda e-o af b6kum 

e-<1 hendir, e-3 hendir sig e-0 kemur 
fyrir, ber vid, gerist 

/Jetta hendir 60ru hverju 
nli henti jJaO sig ad hann varO of 
seinn 

e-n hendir e-3 6P e-r verdur fyrir e-u 

[Obj .=dat.-animate) 'throw sth.' 
'he threw the rod ... into the air' 
'throw me the hammer' 

[Obj.=dat.-animate] ' throw sth. away, 
put sth. in the garbage ' 
'I've thrown away the old shoes' 
'don't throw the chewing gum on the 
street' 

[Obj.=acc.-animate] 
'catch sth. · 
' make use of sth. · (idiom) 

'obtain sth. · 
[Obj .=acc.±animate] 'catch sby./sth. 

' learn sth.' 
' learn sth. from books' 

[Subj .=nom.-animate] 'sth. happens' 

'this happens now and then' 

[Subj.=acc.+animate] 'sth. happens to 
sby.' 

FIGURE 8. The entry for henda (fo 2000) 

1-2 
3.1-3 
3.2 
4 

henda e-u 
henda e-il 
henda e-n/e-il 
e-il hendir, e-il hendir sig 
e-n hendir e-il 

dative object, -animate 
accusative object. -animate 
accusative object, ±animate 1 

nominati ve subject, -animate 
accusative subject, +animate 

FIGURE 9. Arguments with the verb henda (fO 2000) 

The details for the arguments of verbs to be expected in the headings 
are mainly the case of objects and oblique subjects, ±animate (when 
di stinctive) , ' dummy' (impersonal) subjects, reflexion, and retroactivi
ty . 

The difficulty lies in deciding how much of that information is 
necessary and what is redundant The borderline for that is not the 
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same for the average user as for the syntactician who would probably 
interpret this as giving full information on lexical case-marking, for 
instance, and treating all structural case-marking as a default. This, 
however, would probably not be seen by the general public to be a 
very user-friendly way of doing things as most people are very often 
not aware of grammatical regularity. The guideline for the changes 
made in the description of the verbs in the 3rd edition of the lo was to 
make the material as accessible and clear to the reader as possible in 
the very short time allotted to the job, using the framework described 
here to rearrange material from the older editions. It must be stressed 
that this is not a new dictionary being made from scratch, so to speak. 

The computerized version of lo is in many ways a pilot project, 
and very many questions are still unresolved. To take the format of the 
verbs as an example, these are not very standardized. There are a few 
possibilities of layout for each and every aspect and these are used as 
deemed appropriate for each individual verb. 

4. From a monolingual to a bilingual dictionary 

Bi lingual dictionaries published in Iceland are primarily made to suit 
Icelanders , i.e., they are monodirectional, but dictionaries published in 
other countries tend to be more varied. All of them have had to do 
bidi rectional duty. The needs of Icelanders and foreign learners are of 
course not the same, but of necessity the two must be addressed at 
once. 

The question is then , how much of a problem that is. By taking ad
vantage of the new medium, the mass of the whole work is no longer a 
problem, only the disposition of the information on the screen. The 
poi nt is that this may be the means to serve the dual purpose of mono
directional and bidirectional dictionaries , and that going towards full 
specification of 'listemes' (or subentries) is equally important to both 
sets of users. 

For a monolingual Icelandic dictionary, I maintain that the con
structions are needed in order tq find what one is looking for, as the 
meaning is construction specific. In a bilingual dictionary , it auto
maticall y follows that ther equivalent constructions in the target langu
age are given if the constructions are set up as 'heads ' in the source 
language. In both cases , the same dictionary would therefore ideally 
serve both as a passive and an active dictionary. This point is well illu
strated by impersonal verbs , as in the following examples. 
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4.1 Examples of impersonal verbs 

The impersonal verbs proved to be quite a problem in the switch from 
book to disc for the new edition of fslensk oroab6k, as the aim was 
providing minimal syntactic information wherever it was missing in 
the book. This in fact proved to be impossible at times as the data was 
sometimes unavailable for rare or obsolete words. There is, however, 
substantial material on impersonal constructions in Icelandic, notably 
the work of Johannes Gisli Jonsson and Joan Maling, some of which 
they were kind enough to provide in manuscript when these verbs 
were being edited. The Institute of Lexicography's archives and corpus 

. were then used to fill in the gaps as possible. 
The facts on the impersonal verbs in the 1983 edition are these: 

Two types of constructions are marked with 'OP' (for 6pers6nulegt 
'impersonal'), i.e., constructions with oblique subjects (in the accusa
tive, dative or genitive), and constructions with a 'dummy' subject, pao 
or hann. 6 The information on those verbs in the 1983 edition is very 
limited, and sometimes there was absolutely no syntactic information 
apart from a bare 'OP', i.e., no examples of any kind , and thus no 
indication of case-marking. 

The verb fatra in figure l 0 is one of those verbs: 7 

(atra, -aai S 6P fata, skjatlast; MM fatrast fara i 
ft"'kju: tefjast. fara i handaskolum. 

FIGURE 10. The entry for fatra (IO 1983) 

A rough transcription of fatra would be ' to be wrong', but such 
complete lack of information on argument structure can make it very 
difficult to determine what is happening to whom or what - i.e., the 
argument structure can be so vague that the meaning becomes unclear. 
This probably poses even greater problems in a bilingual dictionary 

6 Hann is only used for verbs describing the weather. 
7 Possible constructions with oblique subject are e-nfatrar, e-mfatrar, e-sfatrar (the 
genitive is unlikely , the genitive subjects are very rare); the 'dummy' subject 
construction pao Jarrar+ AdvP with argument for person, e.g .. ?fJaiJ Jarrar fyrir e-m 
is remotely possible in the modern language, (cf. pao skeoi fyrir honum, which 
makes anyone over a certain age cringe), but as the verb is exceedingly rare , that 
possibility is very remote. A comparable construction in middle voice pao farrast fyrir 
e-m is shown in Fritzner: fatrasr mjok fy rir honum (Mork. , probably the same 
example as found in the In sti tute'~ corpus, ii) Odds /Jduur Ofeigssonar). The 
explanations in the 1983 edition of 10 (and in Asgeir Bionda! Magnusson's lslensk 
oriJsifjab6k ( 1989)) are probably based on these two citations, the different meanings 
for the middle voice being the result of uncertainty implied by the use of the noun 
farur in the same text rather than actual attestations. 
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fo r foreigners, who are probably not even familiar with the possible 
structures. 

In the new edition, the active voice of this verb has an animate, da
tive subject, whereas the middle voice has a 'dummy' one as in figure 
11: 

fatra -aili s OP 
e-m ratrar e-m fatar, skjatlast ·sby. makes a mistake, sby. is mi staken' 

fatrast + fyrir 
j>ail ratrast Cyrir e-m OP e-il fe r i fta:kju hja "sth. gets tangled up for sby .. sby. is 
e-m. e-r tefst (viii e-il). e-il fer i delayed (by st.h.)" 
handaskolum hja e-m 

FIGURE 11. The entry for fatra (io 2000, update) 

The new version shows all and only the constructions attested in the 
archi ves and corpus at the Institute of Lexicography. The data is there
fo re not falsified . 

For differences in meaning, the importance of the differentiation 
between constructions can be seen in the verb batna , which can take 
either a nominative or a dative subject. The meaning changes between 
these constructions; with a nominative subject it means 'improve', 
whereas with a dative subject it means 'recover from an illness' 
(+animate subject only). In the 1983 version one explanation serves 
both; the impersonal construction is only shown as an example in 
figu re 12: 

batna, -aai S verOa betri , skcina: # hagur hans ba tn
aOi; 6P: honum batnar (veikin). 

FIGURE 12. The entry for batna (io 1983) 

Native speakers have no probleip with the meaning here; they know it 
anyway as this is a very common verb. For learners of the language 
the new version is more helpful, and the difference between a singer 
whose singing gets better and a singer whose laryngitis gets better is 
clear, as seen in figure 13. The distinctive meaning in the sentences 
songvarinn batnaoi meiJ hverjum t6nleikum and sdngvaranum batnaoi . 
hdlsb6lgan is no less clear when they are abbreviated to songvarinn 
batnaoi (nominative , and he sings better), and songvaranum batnaoi 
(dative, and he is no longer sick): 
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batna -aai s 
I 

2 

e-<l/e-r batnar e-d/e-r ven')ur betra/betri , 
e-d/e-r sk:inar 

hagur hans batnai!i 
tistandii! batnai!i 
sOngvarinn barnaOi rrietJ hverjum 
t6nleilcum 

e-m batnar 6 P e-r n~r ser (af veikindum) 

sOngvaranum batnaOi hdlsbOlgan 

'sth./sby. improves. sth./sby. gets bener ' 

'his finances improved' 
'the situation improved' 
'the singer got better at each rec ital· 

' sby. recovers(from an illness), sby. gets 
better .. . ' 

'the singer recovered from his 
laryngitis' 

FIGURE 13. The entry for batna (IO 2000) 

There are regular patterns of theta-roles and case marking in some 
classes of impersonal verbs (e.g . dative for +animate subject (experi
encer) and nominative for -animate subject/object (theme)), but the 
impression is that the average native speaker is rather muddled by the 
grammatical structures as such, even if his usage conforms to the 
norms. This confusion is one of the justifications for having construc
tions as 'heads' in the monolingual dictionary. For users who are un
familar with the structures themselves (e.g. foreigners) and for users 
who need to know the corresponding structure in another language 
(e .g. translators), being presented with a construction instead of a 
single headword is bound be more helpful as it is better guidance to 
usage. 

A case in point is that an argument can be a subject in one construc
tion and an object in an equivalent one, as can be seen in the entry for 
gagna (cf. figure 14). This can be true in paraphrases in the same 
language, as in sense l of e-m gagnast e-o, at the end of figure 14; see 
next page. 

The same kind of switching of argument can also be seen in trans
lations (or transcriptions) , as in the same place in the entry for gagna 
in figure 15 (corresponding arguments marked for clarity); see next 
page. 



gagna -acliS 
e-a gagnar - e-il gagnast 

himlUUI gagnar til faess aiJ festa gamimar viO Onnur llff«ri 
e-r gagnar e-m 
1 - e-r gagnast e-m I 

h11emig ma sti mir gagna sem er sjtilfum sir verstur 
hver maOur gagn.ar sinn.i f6sturjOr0 

2 - e-r gagnast e-m 2 
bolarnir gag!Ul /ainum 

e-m gagnar •·<l 6P - e- rn gagnast e-il 
jJaiJ gagnar mir ekld 

gagnastMM 
e·<l gagnast, e-a gagnar e-il verilur ail gagni 

hir gagnast ekki veiiJaif,ui i sj6 
orO faeirra gagnast til aO afsanna /Jetta 

vel gagnist stailbundiil verili ~r (ykkur) ail goou 
e-r gagnast e-m 
I e-r verOur aO liOi, kemur ad gagni 

J6hannes gagna.st okkur vel i hreingemingunni 
2 e-r kelfir, fyljar, lernbir e-n 

nautiO gagnaOist kWmi 
3 e-r hefur kynmok vio e-n 

hann mdtti eigi gagnast konum 
e-m gagnast e-<l, e-m gagnar e-a 6P 
l e-0 verOur e-m ad gagni 

honum gagna!Jist lyjiiJ tigretlega 
2 e-r f~r frid ril e-s 

okkur gagna.H ekki aO sofa 

FIGURE 14. The entry for gagna (fO 2000) 

e·m; gagnast e-3J, e-m; gagnar e·aJ 6P 
I e·OJ verdur e·m; a<J gagni 

honwn, gagnaOist lyfiiJ1 tig«tlega 

If' 
( 

'sth.; works for sby.i. sth.; is useful for 
sby.;:, sth.; serves sby.'s1 purpose' 
'the medicine, did its job for him, · 

FIGURE 15. Last part of gagna with transcriptions 

' 
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As the entry for gagna 'in figure 14 shows, the actual descriptions of 
individual verbs can be quite complex when it comes to giving all and 
only the constructions the ordinary user can expect to find in more or 
l e~s. ord inary texts . In comparizon the entry for gagna in the first two 
editions of lslensk oroab6k is very simple, and the same can be said for 
the entries for the verb in some bilingual Icelandic dictionaries shown 
m figu re 16 in the appendix. A common denominator for these entries 
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is that constructions are only shown in examples , and the choice of 
examples seems to be rather the sketchy, only showing a part of the 
range of constructions. Complexity on par with the entry shown in 
figure 15 may not be everyone's idea of clarity, but the choice seems 
to be between the simplicity of the older dictionaries and the detailed 
description made possible by the new format. The task at hand at the 
moment is finding out what kind of description is suitable for the new 
Icelandic-Danish dictionary in preparation at Edda. 

5. Conclusion 

The decision to give 'lexeme' / 'listeme' status to constructions and verb 
phrases by giving them ' search value' should ideally be a reflection of 
the mental lexicon, providing the proper argument structure. The 
constructions could then be used as 'heads' more or less in the same 
way as they must appear in our mental lexicon. Sometimes full specifi
cation is not needed, as the words do more or less enter into all regular 
constructions. In this way, leaving the arguments unspecified implies 
that anything goes. Very often, however, usage of a certain word is 
limited to a subset of the possibilities of its word-class , in some cases 
even to the point of one or two constructions for a verb , as in fatra in 
in figure 11 . 

The new format, the screen, provides the possibility of showing 
this, and at the same time the use of constructions as heads is a way of 
splitting up unmanageable chunks of information into pieces small 
enough for the screen. In the end, the reactions of the users will show 
whether this is a move in the right direction, but as the disc is fairly 
new that feedback is still to come. 
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Appendix 

gagna, -a<li S 6P 1 verila ail gagni: pao gagnar (mir) ekki: 0 vet gagnist 
verili (ykkur) ail g6ilu. 2 fa fri il til e-s: okkur gagnast ekki aiJ sofa. 3 notast 
af e-u, kelfa, fylja, lemba: na111io gag11aoisr k1inni. (iO 1983) 

gagna v. Eg gagna, gagnadi , at gagna . ... fru gi sum , utilitatem adfero. 
!>at gagnar eigi, no n est usui. !>at gagnar. expedit. §Mjer gagnast pat 
ei , non possum id propter turbulentiam et inqvietudinem ab aliis adlatam 
efficere, non id mihi facere expedit. at gagnast manni ad vitni , pro teste 
al icui utilis esse. Mier gagnastei at vera at pvi, non dicet mihi id allaborare. 

(Oroab6k Jons Olafssonar ur Grunnavik 1734-1779) 

Gagnaz (at gagnaz),prodesse. gavne, v:rre til Nytte, Honum gagnaz ecki 
at skrifa fyrir havada, ob garritum facultatem scribendi amittit, han har. 
formedelst St0j , ikke Lejlighed til at skrive. At gagnaz einum, auxilio, v. 
commodo alicui esse, v:rre En til Nytte, gj0re Bistand. !>ad gagnaz ecki, 
frustratur. det hjrelper ikke. (Bjorn Halld6rsson 1992 (181 4]) 

Gagnar(atgagna),prodesse, nytte , gavne. l>ad gagnarecki, nonprodest, 
det nytter ikke noget. (Bjorn Halld6rsson 1992 (1814]) 

gagoa (a ) (gag ·na) V. 1. V. imperS. med dat. (veriJa QO gagni) gavne, 
nytte: pao gagnar(mjer) ekki. det nytter ikke noget (for mig). - 2. reH . 
gagnast. a. gavne, vrere til Nytte : '""'er at landseti gagnist husb6nda 
sinum tit sj6r6i!ra, enn iii!rum utifrd (LFR. Vil. 154). - b. spec. om Tyre 
og Va:dere: tarfurinn gagnai!ist kunni (Breiild .). - c. faa Lov til : p vi 
gagnai!ist ekki aiJ liggja i griifinni, det kunde ikke faa Lov til at ligge stille 
i Graven (JAfj . !. 306); mikill helv. hdvai!i er i ykkur ytra, pao liggur viiJ, 
aiJ okkur gagnist ekki aiJ sofa (MelBr. 85). 

(Sigfus Bio nda! 19W-1924) 

gagna -aiJi v upers. gavne, nytte; g. e-m va:re en til hjf.IP refl: gagnast gav
ne , vrere til nytte ; beda:kke (om tyr, vreder). (Widding et al. 1976) 

gagn/a v impers (-aili) : hverjum - ar !Jail? who wi ll that help ' !Jail -ar 
ekki it is no use (S verrir H6lmarsson et al. 1989) 

gagn/a -aiJi opers v gagna, vara til nytta, tjana ti ll (g. e-m) 
(Le ij s trom et al. 1994) 

FIGURE 16. Sample entries from older dictionaries for gagna 
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FIGURE 17. The structure used in Synihefti sagnoroab6kar 
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